Customer Success

4G LTE OUTDOOR HOTSPOT

THE PRIVATE EVENT WITH A WI-FI NETWORK AT 10,780
FEET HIGH THE BASE OF ARAPAHOE BASIN SKI AREA
“A special shout out to BEC
Technologies, Inc. for hooking us up
with our own personal Wireless
Network at 10,780 feet at the base of
Arapahoe Basin - a notoriously bad
spot for a signal.”——Michael
Taliercio, Territory Director, Western
US at Lifeboat Distribution

The Event
GET THE 411, A Lifeboat Distribution
Event

The End Users
Approximately 50 Event Attendees

Product
BEC 4700AZ 4G/LTE Outdoor Router

Application
LTE Wi-Fi Hotspot in a Harsh Outdoor
Environment

Data Connectivity
4G/LTE Wireless Service

Every year, Lifeboat Distribution organizes many network events to boost
an engaged and active relationship between the vendors/manufacturers
and their customers. GET THE 411 is one of these network events.
GET THE 411 is hosted at the legendary Arapahoe Basin Ski Area. It's a
one-day event with skiing and lunch. As the organizer, Lifeboat seems to
have everything ready, except providing internet access during the
event. They couldn't figure out how to quickly establish temporary
network connectivity in a remote mountain area full of snow. They
reached out to their partner BEC Technologies, a leading wireless
connectivity devices supplier, for help.
BEC's engineer did a quick geography assessment, recommended using
BEC’s 4700AZ 4G/LTE Router along with 4G/LTE Wireless data as the
solution. BEC’s 4700AZ is the industry's first outdoor LTE router with
802.11ac hotspot. The carrier-grade hotspot and high capacity can
provide more than enough Wi-Fi coverage for the entire event. Power
over Ethernet (PoE) allows for installation without having to connect to
AC power. Most importantly, the compact and industrial-rugged IP68
enclosure is designed to work in harsh weather conditions.
As a result, by deploying BEC's outdoor router, Lifeboat Distribution was
able to provide fast, reliable and seamless Wi-Fi coverage throughout
the entire event.

Results
By deploying BEC's outdoor router,
Lifeboat Distribution was able to
provide fast and reliable Wi-Fi
coverage throughout the entire event.
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“We are so grateful for awesome partners making things happen! Even
on top of the Colorado mountains!”——Lifeboat Distribution
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